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Abstract: Fatigue failure usually occurs on the subsurface in rolling bearings due to multiaxial and
non-proportional fatigue loadings between rolling elements. One of the main stress components is
the alternating shear stress. This paper focuses on the micromechanism of plastic accumulation and
damage initiation in bearing steels under cyclic shear deformation. The distribution of subsurface
shear stress in bearings was firstly investigated by finite element simulation. An atomic model
containing bcc-Fe and cementite phases was built by molecular dynamics (MD). Shear stress–strain
characteristics were discussed to explore the mechanical properties of the atomic model. Ten alternat-
ing shear cycles were designed to explore the mechanism of cyclic plastic accumulation and damage
initiation. Shear stress responses and evolutions of dislocaitons, defect meshes and high-strain atoms
were discussed. The results show that cyclic softening occurs when the model is in the plastic stage.
Severe cyclic shear deformation can accelerate plastic accumulation and result in an earlier shear slip
of the cementite phase than that under monotonic shear deformation, which might be the initiation
of microscopic damage in bearing steels.

Keywords: bearing steels; damage initiation; cyclic deformation; molecular dynamics simulation

1. Introduction

Rolling bearings with bearing steels as the main component are widely used in im-
portant equipment such as aircraft engines and high-speed trains because of the strong
bearing capacity and wide range of applicable speeds and temperatures. However, the
working environment of rolling bearings is harsh, and the common damage failure modes
include spalling, wear, pitting, cracks and so on. Fatigue failure in bearings involves the ini-
tiation and propagation of damage originating from the contact surface or subsurface [1–3].
Although surface damage, such as wear and pitting, can be relieved by careful surface
treatment and effective lubrication [4], subsurface failure such as microcracks near non-
metallic inclusions is the most dangerous form of fatigue failure and inevitable under the
theoretical framework of Palmgren and Lundberg [5,6]. Thereinto, the multiaxial and non-
proportional fatigue loadings consisting of three-dimensional high compressive stresses
and shear stresses are usually the main reason for Rolling Contact Fatigue (RCF) [7–9]. RCF
refers to a localized cumulative damage that occurs between two tangent and cyclically
loaded parts [8,10]. The typical phenomena of rolling bearings under rolling contact fa-
tigue are a dark-etching region on the subsurface and butterfly wings near non-metallic
inclusions [11]. The raceways and rolling elements of a normal rolling bearing are generally
subjected to billions of rolling contacts during service. As service time goes on, cumulative
damage gradually develops at a depth of 200–400 µm under contact surface [12], eventually
leading to the failure of bearings. The initiation of damage mostly occurs when the region
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corresponding to the peak of alternating shear stress coincides with the defect region in
materials, and further results in fatigue failure such as macroscopic spalling [13,14].

In recent decades, a large number of researchers have attempted to reveal the mechanism
involved in RCF by using the theory of multiaxial and non-proportional stresses [6,7,15–19].
Although the theoretical results can be consistent with the experimental phenomenon to
some extent, the micromechanism of plastic accumulation and damage initiation during
RCF, especially under the joint action of multiaxial stress and in-phase shift between shear
and normal stresses, is still unclear. Due to the complexity of the stress action mechanism
and the importance of shear stress on damage initiation [20], this paper focuses only on
the research of the micromechanism of plastic accumulation and damage initiation under
alternating shear stress in bearing steels.

Under the assumption of macroscopic homogeneity, bearing steels will not suffer from
plastic deformation and damage during nominal elastic loading. However, the presence
of phase interfaces and carbide inclusions introduces heterogeneity at the microstructure
level. Local yielding and microplastic strain accumulation will occur within bearing
steels under RCF. Additionally, such microplastic flow is often referred to as ‘ratcheting’
phenomenon [3,21,22]. The damage evolution of RCF is generally divided into three stages.
In stage I, microplastic strain accumulation tends to occur near the inclusions, which
indicates the starting point of damage initiation [23]. Such damage evolution behavior is
inconducive to the fatigue life of rolling bearings.

In order to explain the plastic accumulation and damage initiation in bearing steels
under cyclic shear deformation, it is important to build an accurate atomic model of bearing
steels. Nevertheless, typical bearing steels contain more than ten atomic types, and the
interatomic potentials between these atomic types are very scarce. So, just two main
atomic types including Fe and C elements are considered for the atomic model. The typical
components of bearing steels consist of tempered martensite, homogeneously distributed
primary spheroidized carbide, tempered carbide and retained austenite [24,25]. Among
them, martensite is a supersaturated solid solution formed by the solubilization of carbon
in α-Fe matrix [26]. In addition to this, sparsely proportional carbon atoms have little
influence on plastic deformation. Additionally, the crystal structure of martensite is body-
centered tetragonal [27], which is similar with the body-centered cubic structure of α-Fe,
so the martensite phase can be replaced by the α-Fe phase to simplify the research. The
carbides in bearing steels can be categorized into metallic and non-metallic, among which
the main metallic elements of metallic carbides are Cr, Fe and Mo [28]. Although the content
of carbide can be reduced by fine processing and heat treatment, there still exists a certain
proportion of Fe-rich M3C. The primary spheroidized carbide in AISI 52,100 bearing steels
is (Fe,Cr)3C [25]. Bhadeshia [11] found that 3–4% of cementite cannot be dissolved in the
process of austenization during the quenching of AISI 52,100 bearing steels. Lian et al. [29]
found a small amount of Fe-rich M3C when studying the dissolution and precipitation of
carbides in carburized M50NiL bearing steels. Therefore, the cementite phase was chosen to
build the atomic model. Due to the mismatch of two phases within materials, dislocations
will be generated and emitted on the interface during deformation, thus causing plastic
accumulation [30,31]. Therefore, the mechanism of fatigue failure can be revealed to some
extent by studying the influence of the interface between bcc-Fe and cementite on cyclic
plastic accumulation in bearing steels.

Existing relevant atomic models mostly focus on the generation and evolution of
defects at the ferrite–cementite interface under monotonic loading. Ferrite is a kind of
solid solution formed by carbon atoms occupying the interstitial space among the lattice
atoms of the α-Fe crystal, and the maximum solubility of carbon in α-Fe is only 0.022 wt%
below 1000 K [32]. Therefore, the ferrite phase is usually replaced by the α-Fe phase in
the existing models. Ghaffarian et al. [33,34] reported that the deformation mechanism
of the ferrite–cementite interface strongly depends on the size, temperature and different
loading directions of cementite, and revealed the hindrance mechanism of cementite layer
on dislocation, as well as the influence of temperature and lamellar thickness on the
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ductility of the model. Guziewski et al. [35] noted that the mechanical properties of the
ferrite–cementite interface depend on the volume ratio and orientation relationships (ORs)
between the ferrite and cementite phases. More recently, Liang et al. [31] reported the
nucleation and evolution mechanism of dislocation at the ferrite–cementite interface and
explained the plastic mechanism of fatigue failure under cyclic tensile and compressive
loadings in pearlite. However, few existing papers pay attention to the initiation and
evolution of interfacial defects under cyclic alternating shear load. In addition to this,
Pandkar et al. [36] revealed the accumulation of deformation and microplastic strain during
RCF due to the ratcheting behavior caused by using finite element method, and explained
the contribution of carbide particles towards ratcheting. Nevertheless, the macroscale
studied is insufficient to explain the origin of cumulative damage. Additionally, due to the
limitations in terms of spatial-temporal resolution of existing experimental instruments
and the complexity of the atomic modeling of bearing steels, the mechanism of plastic
accumulation and damage initiation near inclusion in bearing steels still remains unclear.

In the present work, we attempt to explain the micromechanism of plastic accumu-
lation and damage initiation in bearing steels under cyclic shear deformation. Figure 1
shows the framework of this paper. In Section 2, we first establish a finite element model to
obtain the distribution and variation rule of subsurface shear stress under dynamic hertz
contact load. Then, a two-phase atomic model of bcc-Fe and cementite is built and pre-
treated. Monotonic shear deformation was carried out to obtain the mechanical properties
of the atomic model. Three levels of shear strain were designed for cyclic deformation. In
Section 3, we analyze the shear stress responses. Afterwards, the evolution of dislocations,
defect meshes and high-strain atoms are discussed, respectively. Finally, the shear slip
thresholds of the cementite phase under monotonic and cyclic shear deformation were
compared. The current work has partly explained why microscopic damage is more likely
to appear near the inclusion on the subsurface in bearing steels at the microstructure level.
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Figure 1. Research framework of this paper. FEM, Finite element method. MD, Molecular dynamics.

2. Methodology
2.1. Subsurface Shear Stress

Most of the rolling contact fatigue originates from the subsurface, so before the atomic
model is built for simulating the subsurface evolution of rolling bearings, the macroscopic
stress field during rolling contact on the subsurface should be discussed. Based on the
classical Hertz contact theory and some relevant results, the determination of the whole
subsurface stress components in rolling bearings can be obtained [37,38]. The subsurface
shear stress reaches its maximum and minimum values at a certain depth and changes
alternately along the direction parallel to a bearing raceway. Here, a two-dimensional (2D)
finite element model was established to simulate the contact between the roller and raceway.
Note that the alternating shear stress is the key factor to resulting in damage accumulation
and microcrack propagation [39]. Although 3D compressive stresses have influence on
shear stress and negative effect on fatigue life, they are not taken into account in the
performed study. Figure 2 shows the distribution of shear stress in the contact area between
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the roller and raceway. The roller has a diameter of 5.5 mm and inner race has a radius
of 9.63 mm in the 2D contact model (shown in Figure 2a). Contact analysis implemented
in ABAQUS was used. Figure 2b shows the nephogram of shear stress distribution in the
contact area. It shows that the distribution of shear stress along the raceway has maximum
and minimum values. Note that we are only interested in the stress distribution and ignore
the specific stress value. Figure 2c shows the maximum shear stress and the maximum
orthogonal shear stress on the subsurface under contact load. The x-axis represents the
direction along raceway, and τmax represents the maximum orthogonal shear stress which
will change alternately as the bearing runs. τymax stands for the maximum shear stress
acting on planes at 45◦ to the x and y axes.
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According to the classical Hertz contact theory, the rolling contact between the roller
and raceway can be simplified to the ideal line contact under 2D conditions. In order to
simulate the dynamic contact process between the roller and raceway, the Dload subroutine
implemented in ABAQUS was used. The Dynamic Hertz contact load setting is shown in
Figure 3. p(d) represents the contact load distribution and pmax represents the maximum
contact load which is specified pmax = 2000 MPa. p(d) is calculated by the following
formula:

p(d) = pmax

[
1 − (d/w)2

]1/2
(1)

where w represents the half-width of the contact area and is specified, w = 0.25 mm and p(d)
= 0, when d is equal to w. The computational domain was chosen to be 12w length and
5w depth, with a 0.01w distance between each node horizontally or vertically (shown in
Figure 3a). p(d) was set to move uniformly along the x-axis, aiming to replace the rolling
contact process between the roller and raceway. Figure 3c shows the shear stress at point
P1 as a function of loading time. The result of this is that shear stress at a certain point on
the subsurface changes alternately with the motion of the contact load. Considering the
similarity between Figure 3c and the sine curve, the alternating shear stress is replaced
by the stress with sinusoidal regularity in the interest of computational simplicity in the
following sections.
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2.2. Atomic Model

To explain the micromechanism of cumulative damage in bearing steels, a two-phase
atomic model was built and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using
the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) package [40].
The MD model shown in Figure 4 includes the cementite phase in the middle and bcc-Fe
matrix on both sides. The simulation model has a rectangular shape with dimensions
Lx × Ly × Lz = 20 × 20 × 8.5 nm3 (~0.3 million atoms). The cementite phase has a length
along the y-axis of Lc

y = 4.7 nm. The bcc-Fe matrix has a calculated lattice parameter
of a0 = 2.855 Å, and the lattice parameters of orthorhombic cementite are a = 5.088 Å,
b = 6.670 Å, c = 4.470 Å [41]. The lattice orientation of this model can be expressed as
x : [111] f

∣∣∣∣∣∣ [100]c , y :
[
112
]

f

∣∣∣∣∣∣ [010]c and z :
[
110
]

f

∣∣∣∣∣∣ [001]c . Here, the subscripts f and c
denote bcc-Fe and cementite, respectively. The widely accepted Bagaryatskii orientation
relation between ferrite and cementite was referred to and adopted here [35,42].
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The interatomic potential of Fe–C proposed by Liyanage et al. [43], which is based on a
modified embedded atom method (MEAM), was adopted to describe the interatomic force.
The potential was proved to have high precision in MD annealing and simulations [34].
Periodic boundary conditions were applied in all three directions to reduce the size limi-
tations of the MD simulation. Molecular statics energy minimization was carried out at
zero pressure and 0 K by using the conjugate gradient algorithm. Then, MD annealing was
performed. The Nosé–Hoover isothermal–isobaric (NPT) ensemble [44,45] was used to the
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simulation system to assign a temperature of 800 K and further equilibrate thermally at
800 K for 100 ps. After this, the system was cooled down to 5 K within 100 ps and further
equilibrated at 5 K for 50 ps. The temperature of 5K was chosen to better observe the
interface reactions caused by shear motion rather than being dominated by temperature.

2.3. Loading Conditions

The characteristics of the alternating shear stress on the subsurface in rolling bearings
include alternation and periodicity. Here, the cyclic shear deformation was applied to
the atomic model to replace the real alternating stress field. Because of the deformation
properties of bearing steels, it is necessary to discuss the transition between elasticity
and plasticity of the atomic model under shear deformation in order to determine the
amplitudes of cyclic shear deformation. Therefore, monotonic shear deformations were
performed to discuss the transition. Strain rate at a constant of 109 s−1 was applied to the
simulation model along the y-axis and the x-axis, respectively, considering that loading
directions will affect the simulation results. The MD timestep was 2 fs, and the temperature
was maintained at 5K. Here, γ represents the shear strain of the model.

Based on the atomic model and MD simulations, the mechanical properties and
loading conditions of the model are shown in Figure 5. Shear stress–strain curves under
monotonic shear deformation along two directions are shown in Figure 5a. Note that the
shear stress refers to the average values calculated along the y-axis (τyz) and the x-axis (τxz)
of the model [46], respectively. The linear shear stress tensor-yz and linear shear stress
tensor-xz shown in Figure 5a denote the results of loading along the y-axis and the x-axis,
respectively. Although shear deformation along the two directions resulted in different
stress states for the model, both cases contain two different stages: elastic and plastic.
Nevertheless, the elastic–plastic transition points of this two curves are different. To explore
the plastic accumulation principle of the simulation model, three shear stress states for the
following cyclic simulations were selected, as shown in Figure 5b. Three different shear
deformations named γ1, γ2 and γ3 had values of 0.080, 0.105 and 0.123, respectively. All
curves shown in Figure 5b are sinusoidal curves.
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curves under monotonic shear strain. Open symbols indicate the designed cyclic shear strain levels.
(b) Shear strain–time curves for cyclic deformation with different periods and strain amplitudes.
Periods are 160 ps (γ1), 216 ps (γ2) and 246 ps (γ3).

As shown in Figure 5a,b, the model is in the elastic stage when shear deformation is
along the y-axis and the x-axis under γ1. When shear deformation is γ2, the model is in
elastic stage under shear deformation along the y-axis and is in plastic stage under shear
deformation along the x-axis. When shear deformation goes up to γ3, the model is in plastic
stage along both loading directions. Actually, the variation in the alternating shear stress
on the subsurface during RCF is similar to the impulse waveform [25]. The alternating
shear stress in a certain region is close to zero for most of a cycle. However, we ignored the
period when the model was at a low alternating shear stress level to reduce the simulation
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cost. The cyclic shear movement of the boundary layers was set to be continuous. Figure 5b
shows only one load cycle, and we conducted 10 cycles for all three load amplitudes to
explore the plastic cumulative damage mechanism of the model. The OVITO software
package [47] was used to visualize the different defects in the system. Dislocations were
analyzed by using the dislocation extraction algorithm (DXA) tool [48].

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Shear Stress Responses

Cyclic shear stress was calculated to investigate the plastic accumulation behavior of
the atomic model. Figure 6a,d show the curves of the shear stress as functions of cycle when
shear strain γ1 is applied along the y-axis and the x-axis, respectively. In all ten cycles, the
maximum stress amplitudes remain unchanged in both curves, indicating that the model is
in the elastic stage. Figure 6b,e show the curves of the shear stress as functions of cycle when
shear strain γ2 is applied along the y-axis and the x-axis, respectively. The stress amplitudes
decrease to some extent when shear deformation is along the x-axis due to the model
being in the plastic stage (shown in Figure 5a). The decrease is called cyclic softening [49],
which also highlights the beginning of plastic accumulation. Dislocations nucleate and
grow on the interface between cementite and the bcc-Fe matrix, thus resulting in plastic
accumulation. It is worth noting that the stress response also decreases in Figure 6e and,
after the first cycle, the model is in the elastic stage shown in Figure 5a. Actually, this
phenomenon is closely related to the slight stress reduction in Figure 5a when shear strain
is near 0.1 and can also be explained by evolutions of dislocations and highly strained
atoms. The details will be discussed in the following sections. Figure 6c,f show that when
shear strain γ3 is applied, shear stress amplitudes decrease in the first cycle and then
reach a steady level. Additionally, the mean value of steady stress shown in Figure 6e,f
is greater than that shown in Figure 6b,c. This is due to the higher yield stress and the
weaker decrease in stress amplitude in the plastic stage when shear strain is applied along
the y-axis. The conclusion is that cyclic softening is determined by both shear deformation
amplitude and shear direction. Under severe shear deformation, large residual shear stress
exists within the model at the end of 10 cycles.
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The decreasing extent of stress amplitude during cyclic softening depends on the
dislocation evolution mechanism under different shear deformations. Note that the exper-
imental results drawn from carbon steels show work hardening as cyclic cycles increase
under uniaxial ratchetting deformation [23,50], which may be explained by cyclic soften-
ing. The elastic deformation ability of the material is weakened and regular structures
are destroyed due to the decrease in stress amplitudes, thus resulting in the macroscopic
phenomenon of work hardening. Furthermore, the results shown in Figure 6 are a little
different from the results drawn from the model under cyclic tension and compression
loadings [31]. During cyclic shear deformation, the atomic model seems more likely cause
cyclic softening, which also happens earlier in this model, and the plastic accumulation
is faster and more obvious. This is mainly due to the differences in the calculated stress
tensors and the mode of motion. Faster plastic accumulation occurs on the subsurface in
rolling bearings, which is unfavorable to the fatigue life of bearings.

3.2. Evolution of Dislocations and Defect Meshes

Dislocation is a kind of line defect in crystal which plays a decisive role in the plastic
deformation, strength and fracture of materials [51]. Defect mesh is a triangulated mesh
which represents the bad crystal regions that have not been classified as dislocations [47,52].
In the present work, defect mesh represents the residual shear strain in the bcc-Fe matrix
due to cyclic shear deformation, and further indicates the residual shear strain in the model.
The appearance of defect mesh corresponds to the increase in local microplastic flow and
the residual stress of the material in stage I of RCF, which is not conducive to a good fatigue
life of the bearing [23].

Figure 7 shows the details of dislocation evolution under monotonic shear deformation.
Figure 7a,b show the dislocation distribution when shear strains were applied along the
x-axis and the y-axis, respectively. Figure 7c provides the initial structure for comparison.
In Figure 7a, few dislocations nucleate from the interface between cementite and bcc-Fe
under all three shear strain levels. Nevertheless, large amounts of defect meshes appear
near the interface, and due to the periodic boundary conditions, defect meshes gradually
connect the left and the right interfaces, which manifests as defect meshes initiating from
one interface and growing through the boundary to the other interface. This pattern usually
indicates the presence of large shear slip bands in the model. Meantime, it also refers to
the transfer of the slip bands from the bcc-Fe matrix to the cementite phase, indicating that
shear deformation begins to occur inside or on the surface of the cementite phase. When
shear slip occurs in the brittle cementite phase, the fatigue failure of the material begins to
develop. Figure 7b shows that with the increase in shear strain, the quantity of dislocation
gradually increases. The dislocations are also penetrating, initiating from one interface
and growing through the boundary to the other interface. This indicates that dislocations
cannot be annihilated and continue to remain in the material, marking the beginning of
plastic accumulation of the material.

The cyclic softening and elastic–plastic transformation in Figure 6 are closely related to
the evolution of dislocations and defect meshes during cyclic shear deformation. Figure 8
shows the dislocation distribution in the model underlying cyclic shear deformation along
the x-axis. The results show that when shear deformation is severe enough and the model
is in the plastic stage, dislocations and defect meshes begin to nucleate and are annihilated
in the model or on the two phase interfaces as cycle goes on. At the end of ten cycles, a
certain number of dislocations and defect meshes remain in the model. Note that there are
not a lot penetrating defect meshes at the end of cycle, but a large amount of defect meshes
with the same orientation appear during each cycle, which is the same as seen in Figure 7a.
This indicates that there exists a lot of residual strain in the model and also points out that
the material has undergone severe plastic deformation.
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Applied shear strain of γ1, γ2 and γ3. Only dislocation distribution at the end of the cycle (1, 5, 10) is
shown.

Figure 9 corresponds to the dislocation distribution in the model under cyclic shear
deformation along the y-axis. When shear strain is γ1, no new dislocations and defect
meshes nucleate and are annihilated in the model due to the elastic stage. When shear strain
goes up to γ2, a few penetrating dislocations begin to nucleate and grow and finally remain
in the model at the end of ten cycles. When shear strain is γ3, penetrating dislocations
nucleate on the interface and remain in the model at the end of the first cycle. The results
show that severe shear deformation will accelerate the nucleation of dislocations and the
accumulation of plasticity. Additionally, the amount of defect meshes is kept at a low
level, which corresponds to that in Figure 7b. The lower residual shear strain in the model
can be attributed to that the direction of the cyclic loadings is parallel to the interface.
This indicates that the model produces less plastic accumulation, or the rate of plastic
accumulation is slower, which may result in a relatively longer fatigue life of the material.
Figures 8 and 9 suggest that the plastic accumulation mechanism of the material is ascribed
to the synergistic effects between the cyclic deformation and the loading direction.
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The interface is an underlying area for defect generation and annihilation during plas-
tic deformation [53]. During cyclic shear deformation, the interface is accompanied by the
nucleation and annihilation of dislocations, which results in the fluctuation of dislocation
density. After several cycles, the residual strain in the model hinders the annihilation of
dislocations, which is manifested as a large number of dislocations remaining in the model
at the end of the cycle. Figure 10 shows the nucleation and annihilation of dislocations on
the interface when γ2 is applied along the y-axis. The view in Figure 10 is kept parallel
to the interface by rotating the coordinate system. At the end of the first cycle shown
in Figure 9, when γ2 is applied, no dislocation appears on the interface. Nevertheless,
a 1/2<111> dislocation nucleates when the cycle is 0.1, then gradually grows up from
0.15 cycle to 0.25 cycle, and finally disappears from 0.30 cycle to 0.40 cycle. Note that the
time for dislocation nucleation is longer than that for annihilation, which is mainly due
to a larger activation barrier of nucleation than that of annihilation. The same conclusion
was drawn by Liang et al. [31]. In addition to this, low temperature was adopted to the
atomic model, because temperature affects the speed of dislocation evolution [54]. Choos-
ing a temperature of 5 K could help us observe the process of dislocation nucleation and
annihilation more clearly.
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From the shear stress response under a shear strain of γ2 along the y-axis (shown in
Figure 6), we can determine that shear stress begins to drop after the first cycle. Actually,
this cyclic softening can also be explained by dislocation evolution, shown in Figure 11.
When shear deformation comes to cycle 1.2, a 1/2<111> dislocation nucleates on the
two-phase interface. Different from the interface dislocation in the first cycle shown in
Figure 10, this dislocation rapidly increases from 1.20 cycle to 1.25 cycle and finally becomes
a penetrating dislocation at cycle 1.30. Then, the dislocation begins to move and react,
resulting in irreversible plastic accumulation. Therefore, the appearance of penetrating
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dislocations represents the beginning of plastic accumulation. Note that a dislocation loop
always exists in the model throughout the cycle. It exists in the model at the beginning of
shear deformation due to unperfect model pretreatment. Nevertheless, Figure 11 shows
that the dislocation loop is stable and almost remains unchanged during shear deformation,
which indicates that it does not affect the stress characteristics of the model.
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Severe shear deformation leads to the excessive growth of dislocations which evolve
into surface defects such as stacking fault, and the interlaced dislocations ultimately result
in irreversible plastic accumulation. Note that the nucleation of dislocations usually occurs
on the interface between bcc-Fe and cementite. Therefore, the idea that the generation
and accumulation of dislocations on the two-phase interface or the boundary of carbide
inclusions are the origin of the cyclic plastic accumulation is convincing. This may also be
the main reason why damage to rolling bearings usually appears near inclusions such as
carbides.

3.3. Evolution of High-Strain Atoms

To further understand the shear deformation mechanisms in detail, atomic shear strain
analysis was performed following the approach of Shimizu et al. [55]. Highly strained
atoms can represent the stress state of the atomic model and residual shear strain at the end
of each cycle to some extent. Figure 12 shows the evolution of highly strained atoms in the
model under different shear strain levels, and shear deformation is along the x-axis. The
display range of atomic strain was chosen to be 0–0.2, because atoms with a shear strain
larger than 0.2 are considered to be highly strained atoms. Obviously, when shear strain
is small, such as equal to γ1, all atoms keep at a low shear strain level until the end of ten
cycles. However, when shear strain is larger than or equal to γ2, highly strained atoms
firstly appear in the slip bands in the bcc-Fe phase then come into being on the interface
with cycle increasing. It is worth noting that when shear strain is large enough such as
equal to γ3, these shear bands propagate into the cementite phase. In this case, a big shear
band is formed across the two phases, which is very dangerous and may be the origin of
microscopic cracks, and thus negatively affects the fatigue life of rolling bearings.

Figure 13 shows the evolution of highly strained atoms in the model under three shear
strain levels, and shear deformation is along the y-axis. When the model is in the elastic
stage, which means that shear strain is approximately lower than 0.118 (shown in Figure 5),
unexpectedly, some high-strain atoms appear especially near the interface with shear strain
and cycle increasing. It is worth noting that the stress–strain curve has a decreasing slope
when the strain is near 0.1, which may be the main reason for the accumulation of stress
in the model. The stage when shear strain is lower than 0.118 and larger than 0.1 is more
precisely be called elastic—plastic transition zone. When shear strain goes up to γ3, no
obvious shear band consisted of highly strained atoms exists in the model, which is very
different from the results shown in Figure 13. The conclusion is that shear deformation
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direction has a significant influence on the evolution of high-strain atoms. The direction
paralleled in the two-phase interface is more likely to induce residual strain in the model,
and is beneficial to the accumulation of plastic in the model and shear slip of cementite,
and thus it results in cumulative damage.
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3.4. Shear Deformation of Cementite Phase and Damage Initiation

The present work has shown that although it is much harder for cementite to slip
compared to a matrix in bearing steels, it still participates in shear deformation under
severe shear deformation. Figure 12 has shown that a shear band exists in the cementite
phase at the end of ten cycles of deformation. In this part, the start time and reason for the
forming of a shear band are discussed. Figure 14 shows the shear deformation and start
points of shear slip of the cementite phase under both monotonic and cyclic deformations.
In Figure 14a,b, we can see that when shear strain is equal to 0.15, the first shear slip
band appears. Nevertheless, when the model is under cyclic shear deformation, even
in a lower shear strain level such as γ3 (0.123), the shear slip band can still occur in the
cementite phase, as shown in Figure 14c,d. Note that the negative shear strain value shown
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in Figure 14c,d is due to the opposite direction of shear deformation. The first shear band
appears during the third cycle of cyclic shear deformation. After this, the shear band
remains in the cementite phase in subsequent cycles. The results show that cyclic shear
strain can accelerate the plastic accumulation of the atomic model and thus result in an
earlier shear slip of the cementite phase. This can also explain why cyclic shear stress can
speed up crack propagation to some extent. As the cycle goes on, more and more slip
bands will appear on the subsurface in rolling bearings and result in microscopic damage
initiation.
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Plastic deformation results in dislocations initiating and growing from one interface to
another until they are absorbed by the cementite phase. The absorbed dislocations may
then result in a local shear deformation in the cementite phase [34]. Additionally, this is
characterized by a shear slip band composed of high-strain atoms. The prerequisite for this
phenomenon is that the shear zone in the bcc-Fe matrix is thick enough to penetrate the
interface. It is known that the breaking of a brittle phase such as cementite works as a trigger
of cleavage fracture initiation [56]. Under the joint induction of cyclic shear deformation
and the inclusion defects within the subsurface, severe cyclic shear deformation will destroy
the brittle phase, such as cementite inclusions in bearing steels, and thus initiate microscopic
damage and impair the fatigue life of bearing.

4. Conclusions

The atomic simulations based on the two-phase model of bcc-Fe and cementite in this
work characterize the micromechanism of plastic accumulation and damage initiation in
bearing steels under cyclic shear deformation. The main conclusions can be summarized as
follows:

• The stress response of the atomic model is cyclic softening when the model is in
the plastic stage, and shear deformation along x-axis is more likely to appear cyclic
softening than that along the y-axis.

• Dislocations nucleate and are annihilated on the interface when shear strain amplitude
and cycle index are small. When the amplitude and index are large enough, regular
structures of the material are destroyed, and dislocations and defect meshes are
retained in the model, resulting in the gradual accumulation of plasticity.

• Highly strained atoms appear in the bcc-Fe phase and cementite phase when shear
strain amplitude and cycle index are large enough. The direction parallel to the two-
phase interface is more likely to induce residual strain in the model, and is beneficial
to the shear slip of the cementite phase, thus resulting in cumulative damage.

• Cyclic shear deformation can accelerate the plastic accumulation of the atomic model
and thus result in an earlier shear slip of the cementite phase than that under mono-
tonic shear deformation. When the cementite phase is damaged under severe shear
deformation, the material is usually in a dangerous state, which indicates the origin
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of microscopic damage near inclusion. Since cementite is brittle and difficult to de-
form, it can represent a series of brittle inclusions in bearing steels. Therefore, plastic
accumulation and defect initiation are more likely to occur on the interface between
inclusions and bearing steel matrix under cyclic shear deformation.
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